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Hαllden-Completeness by Gluing

of Kripke Frames

J. F. A. K. van BENTHEM and I. L. HUMBERSTONE

1 Introduction We give in this paper a sufficient condition, cast in seman-
tic terms, for Hallden-completeness in normal modal logics, a modal logic being
said to be Hallden-complete (or Ήallden-reasonable') just in case for any
disjunctive formula provable in the logic, where the disjuncts have no proposi-
tional variables in common, one or other of those disjuncts is provable in the
logic.

It is clear from this definition that the weakest normal modal logic, the
system K, is not Hallden-complete, in view of the provability in K of the
formula αl v OT, since neither disjunct is a theorem of K and we may rewrite
1 as p Λ ~p and T as q v ~q. (Notation and terminology are as in [5] some
historical and philosophical remarks on Hallden-completeness may be found
in [3].) Thus the Hallden-complete normal logics are either extensions of
K + • 1 (the 'Absurd' system) or of K + 0 T (the system D). Amongst the latter
systems are such familiar modal logics as T, S4, and S5, already known to be
Hallden-complete. There are several proofs in the literature for these systems
and other isolated cases of systems in this spectrum, though these have an
ad hoc appearance about them in the sense that they tend to exploit rather
specific properties of the individual systems concerned (see, e.g., [4]). We
point to a common semantic principle which brings some order into the
situation, and see how far it takes us in general. It turns out (Theorem 2,
below) that a very simple semantic condition is sufficient for Hallden-com-
pleteness amongst the extensions of D.

2 P-morphic fusion The main theorem of the paper requires first a
definition.
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Definition A class & of frames is closed under p-morphic fusion iff for
any *fl9 ^ 2 e &> w1eWu w2eW2 (where ^ = <Ĥ , ,/?/)) there exist J^ =
(W,R) and w e W with p-morphisms fx and f2 from ^ to ^\ and < "̂2, respec-
tively, such that /i(w) = Wj and/ 2(w) = w2, and ^ e <3\

Theorem 1 / / a system S is determined by some class of frames which is
closed under p-morphic fusion, then S is Hallden-complete.

Proof: Let A v B be some variable-disjoint disjunction such that S '\t A,
S \t B. We have to show that S If A v B, on the assumption that S is deter-
mined by some class & of frames closed under p-morphic fusion. Thus there
exist τfl9 ^~2 e ^ with valuations Vx and F 2 and points wx and w2 such that
(c^Ί, Kj) l̂ v̂ j 4̂ and <c^2, F2> I ^ W 2 ^ Since ί> is closed under p-morphic fusion,
there is a frame ^ e O with w e ^ and p-morphisms fx and / 2 from ^ to
^ I J ^ 2 with /ι(w) = Wj and /2(w) = w2. Let F be any valuation on ^ with
the property that for all x eW, V(pi,x) = VxipiJ^x)) for all propositional
variables p/ in A, and F(p/,x) = F 2 (p z ,/2(x)) for propositional variables pz in B.
(These stipulations cannot conflict because no p/ occurs both in A and in B.)
By the p-morphism theorem ([5], p. 37) we infer that for any formulas yΓ and
B\ all of whose variables occur in A9 B, respectively, and any x e W:

{^V)^xA'm{^Vx)\-fι{x)A'

and

{^V)^xB'iΐϊ{<f2iV2)^Hx)B'

and so, in particular, that (cΓ', V) \fiw A, since < ^ , Vx) t/y^w) A and

< ^ , F> ^ w 5 since (^2, F2> #f2iw) B. Thus <cT, F ) ^ i v 5 and since ^ e O

and (̂  determines S, S W~ A v B.

It may be useful to comment on the strategy involved in this proof. Intuitively,
what we are doing is gluing together counterexamples to A and to B to get a
counterexample for their disjunction. The frame 3" we arrive at is a p-morphic
pmmage of the frames of their falsifying models, however, and since the
property of being a frame for a given logic is preserved by p-morphisms (in
general) only in the 'forwards' direction, we need the condition of closure
under p-morphic fusion in the theorem.

3 Applications In Section 1 we remarked that the Hallden-complete
systems were extensions either of the Absurd system or of D. The first range
of cases may be dealt with swiftly since the Absurd system has no proper
consistent extensions, and that system is itself Hallden-complete: this is an
immediate consequence of Theorem 1 and the fact that the system is deter-
mined by (the unit class of) a single-element frame. (The inconsistent system
is Hallden-complete, of course: this follows trivially from the definition of
Hallden-completeness.) We turn to the second range of cases. Here a particu-
larly informative sufficient condition is available, as a corollary to Theorem 1.
Before stating it, we recall the details of the salient frame construction (as in
[6], [2]).
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Definition The direct product of frames &Ί = <WURX) and ̂ 2 = (W2,R2)
is t h e frame ^ ® £r

2 = {Wx XW2, Ri® R2> where 'X' is for Cartesian product,

and:

{χux2)R\ ® R2(yi9y2) fiϊx\R\y\ and x2R2y2.

Further, we describe a class of frames as closed under direct products when
the direct product of any pair of frames in the class is itself in the class.

Theorem 2 If a system 5 is determined by some class of serial frames
which is closed under direct products, then S is Hallden-complete.

Proof. Suppose 5 is determined by some class & of serial frames, and that
& is closed under direct products. Then Hallden-completeness follows from
Theorem 1 and the fact that & must be closed under p-morphic fusion: for,
given ^ L , ^2 e &, Wx e Wu w2 e W2, the frame ^ ® ̂ 2 , by hypothesis
a member of £>, has p-morphisms/j,/^ to ^ u ^2 with fx(w) = wλ and f2(w) =
w2, where w = (wuw2): for it suffices to take as/j and f2 the projections of
Wx X W2 onto Wγ and W2) respectively. (Here we exploit the fact, mentioned
in [6] and [2], that the projections from a direct product of serial frames are
p-morphisms.)

Many extensions of D are seen to be Hallden-complete with the aid of this
theorem taken in conjunction with standard completeness results. These
include D itself, Γ, Z)4, 54, 55, and many others. One may wonder whether,
amongst the extensions of D, the condition cited in Theorem 2 is not only
sufficient, but also necessary for Hallden-completeness. Since the first-order
sentences which are preserved under general direct products are equivalent to
so-called Horn sentences (see, e.g., [1], p. 328), the natural place to look for
a counterexample to the envisaged converse to Theorem 2 would be amongst
systems whose classes of frames are, although first-order definable, not defin-
able by means of Horn sentences. The simplest kind of condition which is not
guaranteed to be preserved in passing to direct products will be one with a
single disjunction in the consequent of the propositional matrix, as in (piece-
wise) connectedness. Not surprisingly, then, we have the following counter-
example.

Theorem 3 S4.3 is a Hallden-complete system not determined by any class
of serial frames that is closed under direct products.

Proof: We show first that no class of frames which determines 54.3 is closed
under direct products. If 54.3 is determined by O, then O must contain at least
one frame ^ in which there are points x and y whose interrelations are as
illustrated (the arrows indicating the relation of the frame):

x >y

For otherwise, each instance of the i?-schema A -* αθv4 would be valid over £>,
and hence a theorem of 54.3, which is not the case. Now if O were closed
under direct products, ^ ® ^ would belong to &, but in this frame the
relations amongst the pairs <*,*>, (xyy), and (y,x) are as pictured here:
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But this is impossible, since on such a frame the linearity axiom of £4.3 can
always be refuted.

Next, we show that 54.3 is nevertheless Hallden-complete. Theorem 1
can be applied here, once we recall (from [5]) that £4.3 is determined by
ί<Q,Oi, Q being the rationals. For suppose that, for formulas A and B we
have (Q^VJ £ W l A and <Q,<,F2> ^ W 2 B, Then where {Q^^V^} and
<Q2,<2, F2>

 a r e the submodels of these models generated respectively by the
points wx and vv2, we have ( Q i , ^ , Fj) \tz

Wχ A and <Q2,<2, F2> t£W2 B. Now if A
and B share no propositional variables, these models give rise to an obvious
counterexample to A v B on the rationals, since (CL1,<iί) and <Q2,<2> are iso-
morphic.

The second part of this proof brings out a general fact. As in [6], we say a
frame (W,R) is homogeneous when for any x, y e W there exists an auto-
morphism / o f (W,R) with fix) = y. Then Theorem 1 implies that any system
determined by \\^\ for homogeneous ^ is Hallden-complete. Again, one may
wonder as to the converse. The situation is that the converse does not hold.
By an argument that we shall not give here, the system S43Grz is Hallden-
complete, without being 'homogeneously complete'.

4 Further Questions (1) Does the converse of Theorem 1 hold for exten-
sions of DΊ That is, are all such systems which are Hallden-complete deter-
mined by classes of frames closed under p-morphic fusion? (We have no reason
for thinking the answer to be yes.) (2) In view of the close kinship between
Hallden-completeness and the interpolation property, can broadly 'fusion'
based methods such as those used here throw any light on the latter property?
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